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Abstract

CAI (Controlled AutoIgnition) systems, also named HCCI (Homogeneous

Charge Compression Ignition), are a promising way to improve gasoline en-

gines. This combustion mode is more efficient than the standard SI (Spark

Ignition) combustion and, additionally, it has very low emissions, especially

NOx emissions, which represent a source of problems nowadays. The main

problem of this combustion mode is the constrained operating range, caused,

on the one hand, by the difficulty to ignite the fuel since it has to be auto-

ignited by the control of the mixture reactivity, and, on the other hand, by its

high heat release rates, causing high pressure gradients and, in some circum-

stances, knocking combustion. In this paper, the possibility to use directly

injected water into the combustion chamber as a reactivity suppressor in or-

der to extend the constrained load range of CAI operation is evaluated. For
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this study, a four-stroke single-cylinder gasoline engine has been modified to

allow CAI combustion by means of adapted valve trains enabling to keep

hot residual gases inside the cylinder, which will provoke the fuel autoigni-

tion. Additionally, a water direct injection system has been installed in the

engine to carry out this study. The results show that water injection is an

efficient strategy to increase the maximum affordable load in CAI conditions,

since the reactivity of the mixture can be suitably controlled, thus reducing

the pressure gradients and the knocking tendency of the combustion process,

also keeping good levels of combustion stability. Nevertheless, the engine has

to be significantly boosted and the necessary intake pressure compared to a

conventional SI operation mode in stoichiometric conditions is much higher.

Keywords: Controlled autoignition, CAI, HCCI, water injection, operating

range

1. Introduction1

Nowadays, there is an increasing worldwide interest in renewable and2

clean fuels, as well as in new combustion technologies. This interest is mo-3

tivated by the limited energetic resources available, and by the challenges4

arising from the use of the fossil energy, such as the environmental pollution5

and the increasing levels of CO2 in the atmosphere. All these problems have6

motivated the increase of the pollutant restrictions and, as a consequence,7

the need to reduce the vehicle emissions, encouraging the attempts to study8

different engine configurations, as well as new combustion strategies. Con-9

trolled Autoignition (CAI) combustion, also known as Homogeneous Charge10

Compression Ignition (HCCI), despite not being a new concept, has recently11
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re-emerged as a viable alternative combustion process to the conventional12

spark ignition (SI) or compression ignition (CI) processes for internal com-13

bustion engines. Currently, this technology attracts a lot of interest due14

to its potential for high efficiency and extremely low NOx and particulate15

emissions[1]. This combustion process is dominated by the chemical kinetics16

[2, 3] of the charge through the control of temperature, pressure and fuel-air17

mixture composition, achieving by this way the self-ignition of the mixture18

instead of using the traditional spark ignition on gasoline engines [4]. The19

first works performed in this field were carried out by Onishi et al. [5] and20

by Noguchi et al. [6], in the late 70s, with a two stroke engine where this21

peculiar operation of the engine was named “Active Thermo-Atmosphere22

Combustion (ATAC)”. A significant number of studies have been done since23

then and, in the following lines, the main findings about the characteristics24

of the CAI combustion mode shall be summarized. Compared to SI, CAI25

combustion is a more stable process, with better combustion repeatability26

and fewer misfires. To illustrate this effect, two equivalent operation points27

at low load conditions (2000 rpm and 3 bar IMEP) operated as SI and CAI28

combustion modes are shown in Figure 1. The figure to the left corresponds29

to a SI combustion process, whereas the one to the right corresponds to a30

CAI combustion process.31

The IMEP deviation is much lower in CAI conditions, and consequently32

significant improvements in the combustion process appear, leading to lower33

fuel consumption and to lower pollutant emissions compared to SI conditions34

[7]. However, these benefits come together with a number of difficulties. On35

the one hand, the pressure gradients generated can become very high at high36
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Figure 1: Instantaneous pressure measurements in SI model (left) and CAI mode (right).

loads due to an exceptionally high heat release rate, becoming harmful for37

the mechanical integrity of the engine. On the other hand, the autoigni-38

tion conditions are very sensitive to small changes in the engine operating39

conditions. The combustion positioning is not as easy as in SI conditions,40

and the combustion process can start either too early, when the reactivity is41

very high, or it can be even extinguished if the reactivity is not high enough,42

thus limiting the CAI operating range. The GCAI (Gasoline-CAI) combus-43

tion process is currently under extensive research to overcome these limita-44

tions. Several works develop different strategies to achieve CAI operation45

on 4-stroke engines, such as: intake air heating, higher compression ratios,46

residual gas trapping and exhaust gas rebreathing [8–11]. These strategies47

have been proved most effective in achieving CAI combustion, and the cor-48

responding works have demonstrated their potential to be incorporated in49

production gasoline engines. Despite these strategies, CAI combustion is still50

constrained at part load operating conditions because of the high heat release51
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rates and the raised knocking tendency when the engine load is increased.52

In order to extend the load range of CAI combustion for automotive appli-53

cations, different strategies have been investigated. Some of these strategies54

are well known, since they are commonly used in other combustion systems,55

like EGR [12, 13], whereas some others are more specific or unique for CAI,56

as modifying valve lift/timing configurations, fuel injection strategies or even57

adjusting the fuel composition [14–16]. Finally, there is an interesting strat-58

egy based on the introduction of reaction suppressors inside the combustion59

chamber to delay the autoignition process or slow down the excessively high60

combustion speeds. There are some works available in the literature dealing61

with these methodologies [17–21], where some low reactivity fuels or even62

non-reactive fluids, like water, are introduced via the fuel injection system63

as a blending, or with an independent injection system. The use of water64

in CAI engines has been experimentally investigated, since the cooling effect65

caused by its high latent heat of vaporization can be used to delay the igni-66

tion timing, and it is interesting to analyze whether it is possible to control67

the combustion phasing and slow down the combustion speed by these means68

[22, 23]. In the present paper, a direct (in-cylinder) and independent water69

injection has been installed in the engine used for the study, with the aim of70

reducing the local temperatures, which are assumed to be the cause for the71

excessive pressure gradients and the knock in the context of CAI combustion.72

The main objective of this research has been to explore the new operating73

range in CAI mode in a four stroke gasoline engine, analyzing how it could74

be enlarged towards higher loads thanks to the water cooling effect.75

More precisely, the main studies carried out were the following:76
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• Analysis of the effect of water injection over the combustion process.77

• Use of water addition to increase the maximum affordable load.78

• Study of the different strategies, mainly water injection strategy and79

valve lift timing, to enlarge the CAI operating limits.80

Throughout the paper the information in the different sections will be81

structured as follows:82

• In the Experimental Facilities and Methodology section, the engine83

configuration selected and its peculiarities will be presented, as well as84

the boundaries of the test plan and the testing methodology followed.85

• The Results and Discussion section is organized in four parts:86

– Potential of water as reactivity suppressor.87

– Study about the combustion controlling parameters at these new88

operating conditions.89

– Increase to the engine maximum affordable load.90

– Comparison: CAI vs SI. Benefits and main concerns.91

• Finally, in the Conclusions section, a synthesis of the obtained results92

will be made to show the fundamental achievements reached during the93

ongoing project.94

2. Experimental facilities and methodologies95

In this section the necessary details to understand the results are given by96

detailing the different specifications of the installation, the test procedures97

and the results analysis.98
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2.1. Experimental Facilities99

The project has been developed on an experimental basis, starting from100

a four-stroke gasoline single-cylinder research engine built to operate as a101

conventional SI engine. This engine has been adapted for the special require-102

ments of this study by changing the valve train configuration and adding a103

direct injection system for the water addition. The main specifications of the104

engine and installation are given in Table 1.105

Displacement/

Bore/ Stroke:

400cc / 75mm / 90.5mm

Compression ratio: 14.7 [-]

Fuel metering: Direct injection system with solenoid injector

Water metering: Direct injection system with solenoid injector

Intake: Boosted intake with a roots external compressor and a heating

system

Exhaust: The exhaust pressure is regulated with a back-pressure

electro-pneumatic valve

Fuel: Commercial 95 RON gasoline with 10% of ethanol in volume

Table 1: Main specifications of the installation

The cylinder head has been designed to allocate the spark plug and the106

necessary two injectors. These two injectors are installed as shown in Fig-107

ure 2, one for the fuel (green) and the other for the water (red). These108

injectors allow the direct injection of fuel and water, respectively, and they109

must be able to introduce both fluids at any crank angle position, giving110
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Figure 2: Cylinder head configuration.

enough flexibility to configure the injection timings as required. The spark111

plug installed is necessary to start the engine, to run it when it is cold and112

also to ignite the mixture when the engine is being operated out of the CAI113

operating range.114

Valve train, intake and exhaust systems115

The valve train had to be modified to get the CAI combustion by keeping116

a variable amount of hot residual gases inside the cylinder . These gases117

will be used to modify the reactivity of the mixture, allowing the control of118

its autoignition [24]. To achieve this, the camshafts have a reduced valve119

lift (Figure 3) compared to those used in the standard SI operation, and120

two variable valve timing systems (VVT), one for each camshaft [25]. When121

the engine is operating in CAI combustion mode, the configuration of the122

valves timing is different to the one used in standard SI engines. In a con-123

ventional engine, the EVO (Exhaust Valve Opening) is placed earlier than124

BDC (Bottom Dead Center, located at 180o in the figure), and the EVC125

(Exhaust Valve Closing) takes place just after TDC (Top Dead Center, lo-126

cated at 360o in the figure). Consequently the exhaust valve remains opened127

during the whole exhaust stroke. The IVO (Intake Valve Opening) is placed128
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just before TDC (360o in the figure) and the IVC (Intake Valve Closing) is129

located after the next BDC (540o in the figure), and thus this valve remains130

opened during the whole intake stroke. In the GCAI engine, the camshaft131

positions are moved, and the two extreme angles (EVC and IVO) are mod-132

ified. The EVC takes place well before TDC and the IVO well after TDC,133

thus creating an intermediate period at TDC during the end of the exhaust134

stroke and the beginning of the intake stroke where the intake and the ex-135

haust valves remain closed. This action allows to hold a significant amount136

of hot residual gases inside the cylinder, which are recompressed during the137

period when the valves are closed and mixed with the fresh air when the138

intake valve is opened. The selected way to control the camshafts position is139

to control the distance between the EVC and the IVO (EVC-IVO), getting140

a parameter named Negative Valve Overlap (NVO). However, an increase in141

the absolute value of NVO would lead to bigger overlap periods (bigger neg-142

ative values). And, on the contrary, a decrease in the absolute value of NVO143

would imply smaller overlap period (smaller negative values). It is worthy to144

underline that the two camshafts are moved symmetrically from TDC (i.e.145

if the exhaust is advanced 10o, the intake is delayed 10o).146

Since the engine is going to be operated with high lambdas (high A/F147

equivalence ratios) and, because of the different valve timing strategies, the148

engine is less permeable, it will be necessary to increase the intake pressure to149

be able to get enough air in such a way that the initial objective of increasing150

the maximum affordable load with CAI conditions could be achieved [26].151

The intake and the exhaust pressures are going to be set to the same value152

in order to simulate an eventual implementation of a turbocharger as the153
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boosting element. The intake pressures have been optimized for each load,154

and a nearly linear increase with the IMEP was found, as illustrated in155

Figure 4.156

Fuel injection system157

For the fuel metering, as already said before, there is a direct injection158

system with a solenoid injector and an externally driven gasoline pump. The159

fuel injection strategy is predefined and fixed for all the tests to avoid the160

influence on the data analysis of different fuel injection strategies. The fuel161
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pressure selected is 150 bar, and the injection is split in two parts: the first162

part is injected during the recompression of the exhaust gases, and represents163

a small fraction of the fuel introduced, and the second (and main) injection164

is injected early during the intake stroke in order to premix the fuel as much165

as possible (Figure 3, top). This strategy has been selected to make the166

operation in CAI conditions easier, since the first injection is made to ensure167

a high reactivity of the charge [27]. During the tests, different loads are168

tested, defined by a given IMEP value. This is done keeping the first injection169

constant and the duration and start of the second fuel injection are modified170

to adjust the load and optimize the combustion, respectively.171

Water injection system172

The installed water injection system is a direct system with a solenoid173

injector and an externally driven water pump. This system uses distilled174

water as operating fluid, and it is capable of making multiple injections per175

cycle if required. The injected water mass has been determined from the176

measurement of the water mass flow rate in a gravimetric balance. In the177

results that will be shown later, this parameter will be presented together178

with the fuel mass as the ‘water/fuel ratio’, i.e. as a percentage of the total179

fuel injected in each operating point. The water injection pressure was fixed180

based on previous tests to define which the best compromise was. The results181

of those tests are presented in Figure 5, and they show a significant improve-182

ment of the engine behavior when the water injection pressure changes from183

50 to 100 bar: the maximum pressure rise rate (dPmax) and the knock are184

reduced strongly, the efficiency is improved, and the stability remains inside185

the limits (all these parameters are going to be explained in the next sub-186
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Figure 5: Effect of water injection pressure on the engine behavior.

section). A further increase in water injection pressure has not a significant187

benefit, as also shown in the figure. Taking in account these results, the wa-188

ter pressure has been fixed at 100 bar, since this pressure is high enough to189

allow the water introduction inside the combustion chamber at any crank an-190

gle position without any restriction. Besides, higher pressures give problems191

to inject small amounts of water.192

The graph layout shown in Figure 5 will be used extensively to present193

the main results of the present paper. The peculiarities of this layout will194

be described in the following lines. All the graphs are structured in a set of195

preselected plots to show all the useful information in a compact way. The196

abcisas axes are the same for all plots, and the corresponding title is indicated197

only in the bottom row, whereas the ordinate axes are specific for each plot,198

and their title is located inside the corresponding plot. Finally it has to199

be pointed out that the plots are built with symbols, which correspond to200

measured data, linked with a line, to better illustrate the trends. On the plot201

showing the knock results there is a peculiarity: the points and the line are202
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separated. This is because the line represents the average knock parameter203

(MAPO -Maximum Amplitude of Pressure Oscillations- in this case) for all204

the measured cycles, whereas the symbols represent the maximum MAPO205

among all measured cycles.206

2.2. Methodoloy207

In this section the measurement procedures, the most important vari-208

ables and the fundamental points to understand the complete paper will be209

summarized and clarified.210

This work has been performed at a constant engine speed of 1500 rpm.211

Secondly, as already known, in CAI conditions the intake temperature is212

an important parameter to modify the mixture reactivity. In all the tests213

performed, the intake temperature has been fixed at 50◦C, since the purpose214

of this study is not to analyze the effect of this parameter. Finally there are215

three operating limits defined to be controlled during the tests:216

• Maximum pressure rise rate (dPmax): this parameter has to be con-217

trolled online, since in CAI conditions the combustion is very fast, and218

the pressure gradients can be too high so as to damage the engine if219

the combustion is not controlled. The prefixed limit for this parameter220

in this study is 7 bar/CA. Beyond this limit the point is considered221

dangerous and not allowable.222

• Combustion stability (referred as σIMEP ): the combustion stability is223

evaluated with the standard deviation of the IMEP (Indicated Mean224

Effective Pressure), which is also monitored online. The defined limit225

to consider a stable CAI combustion in the present research is 0.15 bar.226
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• The combustion knock: this value is obtained from the instantaneous227

variations of the filtered pressure signal (band-pass filter between 5 to228

20 kHz) taking the maximum value of each cycle (MAPO, Maximum229

Amplitude of Pressure Oscillations) [28, 29]. A knock of 3 bar is con-230

sidered light knock (i.e. it is allowable to have a few cycles with this231

knock value) and when the value reaches 6 bar, then it is considered232

hard knock and not allowable [30].233

Each measured point has got two different sets of measurements: instanta-234

neous and mean measurements. For the instantaneous ones, 150 consecutive235

cycles are recorded, whereas for the mean ones, the time taken for averaging236

is 30 seconds.237

3. Results and discussion238

In this section, the obtained results of the performed work will be shown239

and discussed. These results are structured following the order of the main240

tasks carried out during the study.241

The start of the investigation was to test the CAI conditions without242

adding any water, in order to know which the starting point of the inves-243

tigation was. Once this limit was defined, an analysis of the water effect244

was made evaluating its influence on the combustion process compared to245

the points without water. After that, the different variables to adjust the246

new operating points were analyzed in order to understand the effect of each247

variable over the combustion control. After all this work, the results of the248

maximum affordable load will be shown together with the strategies followed249

to expand the CAI operating limits. And finally, as a closing point of this250
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study, all the results obtained under CAI mode will be compared to equiva-251

lent load operating points but under spark ignition mode, trying to find out252

the utility and/or the improvement of CAI results against typical SI results253

in the same engine.254

3.1. Potential of water as a reactivity suppressor255

As a starting point of the study, the maximum affordable engine load256

without water addition has been tested, and the results are shown in Fig-257

ure 6 (black data). As the engine load is increased, the reactivity of the258

mixture (intake gasses, fuel and hot residual gasses) is higher, since there is259

more pressure and higher temperatures at the end of the compression stroke.260

Thus, to allow further load increasing the mixture temperatures must be de-261

creased with the aim of mitigating the raise of knock and the rate of pressure262

rise as much as possible. With this purpose the NVO is reduced, affect-263

ing the initial temperature of the mixture, which is lowered since the hot264

residual gases retained inside the cylinder are reduced. This lower initial265

temperature translates into a reduced mixture reactivity, which approaches266

its autoignition limit, and thus the combustion process starts to be erratic267

and the stability drops quickly.268

Based on the results shown in the figure, the maximum affordable load269

without water is 3.5 bar of IMEP.270

For the same engine configuration, a water injection has been performed271

in order to see the effect of water on the operating points that are close272

to the load limit. In Figure 6 (blue data) results are shown for the same273

operating points than before, but with an amount of water equivalent to a274

20% of the fuel introduced. The results show significant differences in terms of275
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Figure 6: Maximum load without water injection (black), and with water injection (blue).

engine behavior between the cases with and without water: the pressure rates276

and the knock are strongly reduced, as expected, making now these points277

feasible, and the stability of the points is kept constant on acceptable values278

due to the higher amount of residual gases inside the cylinder allowed by the279

water addition. Regarding the indicated efficiency, two observations can be280

made from these results. On the one hand, as already known, at relatively low281

engine loads, the efficiency increases with an increase in engine load. And, on282

the other hand, the efficiency also improves with the addition of water. This283

latter effect can be explained by analyzing the combustion process. To start284

with, at the operating conditions without water, the combustion position is285

located very early due to the excessive reactivity of the mixture (see CA50,286

i.e. the crank angle where 50% of the heat has already been released, in287

Figure 7), which comes together with a very fast combustion process. This288

fast process is due to the different combustion nature compared to standard289

SI combustion: in CAI conditions, this one is governed by chemical kinetics290

and combustion starts in many different points, whereas in SI it starts in291
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a single point, and depends on the flame front evolution. With the water292

introduction, the mixture reactivity is decreased due to the temperature293

reduction provoked by the water evaporation. This effect delays the start of294

combustion and slows down the combustion process (its duration, computed295

as CA90-CA10, increases), allowing a better phasing of the combustion that296

justifies the improvement of the indicated efficiency observed in the figure.297

It is important to remark that the effect discussed above about the in-298

creased indicated efficiency depends on the operating point under analysis,299

and it can’t be extrapolated to all the different cases. The water, by itself, is300

not the direct responsible of the observed improvement: it is a consequence301

of the combustion performance, which is altered by the water addition, mov-302

ing the combustion phasing to a better position. But if the water amount303

is further increased, the point might be worsened because the combustion304

process would be modified again and moved to a worse location.305

As a summary, the effects of water when added to the combustion cham-306

ber are:307

• Reduction of the pressure rise rate.308

• Mitigation of knock.309
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• Delay of the combustion phasing.310

• Reduction of the combustion speed.311

It can be concluded that water addition reduces the reactivity of the312

mixture, and gives an extra variable to control the combustion process. Its313

effect allows to continue increasing the maximum affordable engine load in314

CAI combustion mode. In the forthcoming sections, the new scenario allowed315

by the water addition will be studied, with the aim of trying to expand the316

maximum affordable load under CAI combustion.317

3.2. Study about the combustion controlling parameters in the new scenario318

The main control parameters over the combustion process in the frame of319

this study, taking into account that the intake pressure has been prefixed, are320

the valve train configuration, which is used to adjust the in-cylinder residual321

hot gases, the amount of water and the time when the water is injected.322

In this section the results shown have been taken at an IMEP of 5, 6 and323

7 bar. It is also important to underline that these loads were not achievable324

when operating without water, and consequently all these points belong to325

the increased operating CAI range.326

Amount of water327

This is, perhaps, the central parameter regarding this paper. The water328

amount affects the mixture reactivity by decreasing the in-cylinder temper-329

ature when it is evaporated.330

During these tests the rest of parameters have been kept constant, except331

the amount of fuel, which needs to be continuously adapted to keep constant332

the IMEP. The different effects of the increase of the water amount can333
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Figure 8: Effect of water amount variation.

be observed clearly in the Figure 8. As the amount of water is increased,334

the combustion is retarded and its duration increases due to the decrease335

in reactivity caused by the temperature reduction. Besides, the pressure336

gradients and the knock are reduced accordingly, but the σIMEP increases337

since there is too much water worsening the mixture autoignition.338

Regarding the averaged knock, it always decreases. However, as observed339

for the 6 bar IMEP case, with the rise of the σIMEP , the residuals would340

contain unburned fuel from the previous cycle and the peak to peak knock341

starts to increase also with the increase of the water amount.342

The influence of the water amount on the efficiency strongly depends on343

the combustion phasing at each operating point. To understand the results,344

there are two considerations to take into account: on the one hand, the345

combustion phasing (CA50) increases as the water amount increases (in this346
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case getting closer to the best efficiency location); but, on the other hand,347

the stability of the point is critical for the efficiency, and if the σIMEP rises,348

the indicated efficiency will drop quickly.349

Finally, the NOx emissions are included, since these emissions are a hot350

topic and one of the main advantages of this peculiar combustion mode. As351

it can be seen, the emissions level is decreased with the addition of water352

with the decrease of the in-cylinder temperature.353

Start Of Injection354

The timing of the water injection is also important to ensure the correct355

homogenization of the water and to control when the reactivity of the mixture356

is modified. Figure 9 shows the effect of SOI (Start Of Injection) variations357

at two operating points, one at 5 bar IMEP with a water/fuel ratio of 45%358

and the other at 6 bar IMEP with a water/fuel ratio of 60%.359

As it can be seen in the plots, a delayed injection timing generates the360

need to introduce a higher amount of water compared to the optimum tim-361

ing since the water homogenization has not taken place completely and the362

decrease of the temperatures inside the combustion chamber takes place too363

late. This is seen on the plots because the pressure rise and the knock levels364

are increased, and the combustion phasing advanced. These effects could be365

compensated by introducing a higher amount of water, thus forcing the water366

evaporation, but this would unnecessarily increase the water consumption.367

On the other hand, the water injection can be over-advanced. It can be368

seen that there is a significant difference between the results at 5 and 6 bar369

IMEP. First, the 5 bar case is going to be analyzed. If it is considered that370

the amount of water is correctly adjusted, it can be seen that the effect is371
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Figure 9: Effect of SOI variation.

not as inconvenient as when the injection is delayed. However, over-advanced372

injections provoke some undesirable effects like an increase of the pressure rise373

rate and the knock, as well as an earlier start of combustion. These effects374

imply that the mixture reactivity is increasing again because the cooling375

effect is not well performed, probably due to the water impingement on the376

cylinder walls.377

Now, if the 6 bar IMEP case is considered, as the injection advance is378

increased, the engine behavior worsens due to a fast increase of the engine379

instability, the combustion takes place later in the engine cycle and the indi-380

cated efficiency drops. This fact, together with the significantly more delayed381

CA50 (compared to the 5 bar IMEP case), means that the water amount of382

the 6 bar IMEP case was too high, and it can hinder the start of the au-383

toignition. It is also worthy to note that the limits of pressure rise rate and384
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knock have to be respected during the tests, and at certain operating points385

it won’t be possible to reduce the water amount, even readjusting the rest386

of parameters, since it will be necessary to decrease the combustion speed387

during the cycle.388

Regarding the trend of the NOx emissions, it is consistent with the CA50389

trend: the increase is due to an earlier combustion. This one starts progres-390

sively earlier and earlier with the delay of the water injection because the391

reactivity of the mixture is too high. At these conditions, the heat release392

rate becomes very high, reaching high pressures and temperatures, and in393

these conditions, the NOx emissions quickly rise. In this particular situa-394

tion, lower NOx come together with higher efficiency, since the combustion395

was too advanced and it has been delayed with the water injection.396

Adjustment of the Negative Valve Overlap397

The Negative Valve Overlap (NVO), as explained in previous sections, al-398

lows to modify the mixture reactivity by adjusting the amount of hot residual399

gases retained inside the cylinder, allowing the correct conditions for the CAI400

combustion [31]. This parameter is closely related to the water addition that401

has been just analyzed. Prior to any analysis, it is worthy to remark some402

aspects about the values of the parameter under analysis (NVO).403

Figure 10 shows three tests, at 5, 6 and 7 bar IMEP. All these three tests404

show the same general trends with the variation of the NVO. Higher NVOs405

increase the reactivity of the mixture by means of a higher amount of residual406

hot gases and lower lambdas inside the cylinder (because the intake pressure407

is fixed and a part of the fresh air is replaced by residual hot gasses). In the408

opposite way, by reducing the NVO, the amount of residual gases is lower,409
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thus reducing the initial in-cylinder temperature and giving an extra input410

of fresh air, both effects reducing the reactivity of the mixture. The NVO411

variations are limited, on the one hand, by the drop of the stability if the412

NVO is decreased and, and on the other hand, by the raise of the pressure rise413

rates and knock if the NVO is increased. Taking a look into the combustion414

performance and the indicated efficiency, the combustion is advanced with415

an increase in the NVO, as expected, due to the higher mixture reactivity.416

However, as the NVO is reduced, the retained hot residual gases are being417

reduced and, beyond a certain point, the combustion starts to be delayed418

(CA50 increases). Consequently, the autoignition of the mixture is delayed419

and starts to be erratic, thus increasing the engine instability, as can be seen420

on the σIMEP plot (5 bar IMEP case in Figure 10).421

Regarding the indicated efficiency, it decreases for two reasons: one reason422

is the decrease of the lambda when the NVO is higher, and the other reason423

is the combustion position, which has been extremely advanced with the424

increase of the hot burnt gases inside the cylinder.425

Finally, the NOx emissions, as expected, follow the same trend as the426

amount of residuals inside the cylinder, since the in-cylinder temperature427

increases with this parameter.428

In a similar way as with the water amount, through the hot residual429

gases rate control, the in-cylinder reactivity can be further optimized for430

CAI operation. Usually, the best choice is to set the NVO to the lowest431

as possible (without exceeding the σIMEP limit), since higher lambdas allow432

better combustion and indicated efficiencies, optimizing later the mixture433

reactivity with the amount of water.434
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Figure 10: Effect of NVO variation.

It has to be noted that the NVO parameter needs to be selected so as435

to keep enough hot residual gases to ensure the autoignition process. With436

this parameter alone it is not possible to hold a stable autoignition process437

and, at the same time, avoid knocking problems and excessive pressure rise438

rates when the load is increased. Consequently, the water addition remains439

necessary to keep the combustion inside the defined limits.440

Now a brief synthesis of this section is presented, summarizing the main441

effects of each control parameter.442

• Water amount:443

– Decreases the reactivity of the mixture, reduces the dPmax, knock444

and the combustion speed, but the stability of the combustion is445

worsened.446
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– Allows the increase of the engine load.447

• SOI:448

– There is a minimum advance of the SOI necessary to allow the449

complete evaporation of the water.450

– The importance of the SOI adjustment increases with higher wa-451

ter/fuel ratios and higher loads, since the amount of water intro-452

duced in the cylinder is higher.453

• NVO:454

– Modifies the amount of hot burnt gases inside the cylinder, affect-455

ing the reactivity of the mixture.456

– As the intake pressure is fixed, the lambda is also affected.457

– It affects the mixture reactivity, like the water does. But NVO458

has to be adjusted to ensure a stable combustion, and the amount459

of water has to be adjusted to keep the combustion inside the460

operating limits.461

Finally, once the tests at the different loads have been performed and462

analyzed, it is find out that, as the engine load is increased, the range avail-463

able to adjust the points is narrower, the instabilities appear sooner and the464

knock and the rate of pressure rise are more sensitive, making progressively465

more difficult to operate the points at higher loads. This means that there466

will be a load limit, beyond which the operation wouldn’t be possible with467

this engine configuration.468
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3.3. Increase of the maximum affordable load469

Once the effect of the main adjustments has been defined, the next step470

of this study is to determine which the maximum load achievable with these471

new strategies is.472

To get this result, a set of tests at different loads has been arranged. With473

all this information, the best efficiency points and the relationship between474

them has been analyzed, in order to define a logical operating strategy to be475

able to increase the engine load limit.476

Finally, the selected points shown in Figure 11 are the best results ob-477

tained among all the tests performed at each load, keeping the dPmax, knock478

and stability inside the limits.479

Based on the information shown in Figure 11, the evolutions of the final480

configurations for the water, valve train position, lambda and intake pressure481

can be analyzed to define the most suitable strategy to follow if the engine482

load is increased:483

• The water/fuel ratio is not constant: it needs to be increased progres-484

sively with the engine load.485

• The SOI of the water injection needs to be increased faster than linearly,486

because the actual amount of water also increases faster than linearly,487

since it increases with the water/fuel ratio (which increases linearly)488

and with the engine load (the fuel amount also increases).489

• The results show a lambda of 1.8 or 1.9 for the optimum configurations.490

• The intake pressure has to be increased proportionally to the engine491

load.492
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• The NVO is reduced progressively in order to decrease the reactivity493

of the mixture.494

With all these actions, both the dPmax and the knock are under control495

in all the tested range, and do not represent a major problem. The stability496

has not been shown because there is nothing relevant in this parameter: all497

the measured points were inside the limits.498

The combustion phasing, as can be seen, is delayed progressively because499

of two reasons: firstly, because there is more fuel to burn; and, secondly,500

because the problems with knock and dPmax are higher as far as the en-501

gine load is increased. For this reason, for the initial loads, the combustion502

location is the optimum within the cycle, but for higher loads, it has to be503

delayed to be able to control the knock and the dPmax.504

Regarding the indicated efficiency, it increases at the first part of the505

plot, as expected, since increasing the engine load comes together with an506

increase in engine efficiency provided that the combustion location is the507

optimum one. However, this trend is broken beyond a given engine load,508

because at higher loads it was impossible to place the combustion process509

on its optimum location, and it had to be delayed to be able to operate the510

point under CAI combustion mode.511

Finally, at 10 bar IMEP, the tests were stopped since the adjustment512

range of the point was extremely narrow, and it was very difficult to achieve513

a correct engine operation. The load of 11 bar IMEP, for instance, although514

from the results shown in Figure 11 it might seem that could be achieved,515

it was observed that it was impossible to be reached without exceeding the516

acceptable limits of dPmax and knock.517
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Comparison: CAI vs SI. Benefits and main problems518

All the results obtained with the engine operated in CAI conditions pre-519

sented before give raise to certain questions as, for instance, what the benefit520

of these results compared to a conventional SI combustion mode is. In this521

case, there is some data available at equivalent engine loads from the same522

engine operated in spark ignition mode, which would help to give an answer523

to this question.524

Prior to any analysis, it is important to point out that this engine, when525

operated in spark ignition mode, has two main differences respect to the526

CAI configuration: the first one is the use of different camshafts, without527

reduced valve lift and with different valve timings, because in this scenario528

it is not interesting to keep any residual gases inside the cylinder unlike for529

the CAI configuration. And, secondly, the engine is not boosted, since it is530

operated in stoichiometric conditions and there is no need of extra pressure531

in the intake to achieve these loads. These changes are necessary because it532

is impossible to get CAI combustion and achieve these loads with the same533

exact engine configuration.534

To analyze the differences between these two different combustion modes,535

the results presented in Figure 12 will be discussed. At first sight, the most536

interesting differences are the indicated efficiency, the NOx emissions and the537

unburned hydrocarbons emissions. The indicated efficiency is improved in538

around 3 to 3.5 points in percentage, the NOx emissions are nearly suppressed539

and the hydrocarbons are halved. Concerning the indicated efficiency, there540

are some considerations to take into account when both engine configurations,541

or both operating modes, are compared: at the CAI configuration, the engine542
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is boosted, and the back pressure is regulated assuming that the theoretical543

turbocharger is able to have the same pressure at the compressor outlet and544

at the turbine inlet.545

The combustion process is also very different in CAI conditions. Its dura-546

tion is much shorter, since the combustion starts spontaneously at different547

locations and grows on a different way (governed by chemical kinetics) than548

the traditional SI combustion, where there is a single starting point and a549

flame front propagation. The combustion phasing is also advanced, because550

the combustion is faster and placed as close to the optimum phasing as pos-551

sible. But in some cases, the necessary minimum reactivity of the mixture552

to allow a stable CAI combustion forces an earlier than desired combustion553

phasing.554

Regarding the engine control, it is by far more complex under CAI condi-555

tions, because there are more variables to control. Some variables are added556

(as, for instance, the water addition –mass and timing– and the control of the557

NVO) and, besides these new variables, the operation flexibility of the CAI558

combustion is smaller, since the control of the combustion process depends559

on the mixture reactivity. All these circumstances make necessary to control560

with more accuracy the mass flows (air, fuel and water) and temperatures to561

get a stable and efficient combustion process.562

4. Conclusions563

The aim of this publication has been to show the potential of the direct564

injection of water as a valid method to expand the maximum affordable load565

in an engine when operated under CAI conditions. The final results have566
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shown an increase from an initial allowable load of 3.5 bar IMEP without567

water injection, to a final load of 10 bar IMEP with water addition, which568

implies an increase of almost three times in maximum affordable load.569

The water has been shown to be an effective way to reduce and control the570

reactivity of the in-cylinder charge during CAI combustion operation. This571

reduces the pressure rise rates and the knock, makes lower the combustion572

speeds and delays the combustion phasing. But, nevertheless, it can also573

introduce a loss in combustion stability, since the reactivity of the charge is574

decreased.575

As far as the engine load is increased the required amount of water also576

increases, reaching some non-negligible values (at the maximum load achieved577

in this study, for instance, the required water mass flow is 1.5 times higher578

than the fuel mass flow). Moreover, with the increase of the engine load, the579

available range to adjust the points is narrower, and it is very difficult to find580

configurations with a stable combustion inside the limits of pressure rise and581

knock. In this paper a great deal of information about the general trends of582

the main engine outputs when employing different strategies are presented,583

which are also discussed and explained in order to allow transferring this584

knowledge for future studies and continuations of the work.585

Finally the results compared to SI combustion show the associated ben-586

efits of the CAI combustion applied to higher loads, allowing much lower587

pollutant emissions (HC and, especially, NOx) and improved fuel efficiency.588

The main problems for the implementation of these type of systems are a589

higher complexity of the engine control, as well as the need of some addi-590

tional parts to include in a traditional SI engine, such as a direct injection591
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system to introduce water, and a system to boost the engine up to the intake592

pressures required to operate in CAI mode at the higher loads. At high loads,593

the intake pressure needs to be really high (∼2.4 bar at 10 bar IMEP). This594

could be, perhaps, one of the main limitations of the CAI mode compared595

to the SI mode.596
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Notation610

BDC Bottom Dead Center

CA10 Crank Angle where 10% of the fuel mass has been burned

CA50 Crank Angle where 50% of the fuel mass has been burned

CA90 Crank Angle where 90% of the fuel mass has been burned

CA90-CA10 Duration of the combustion estimated as CA90-CA10

CAI Controlled Autoignition

CI Compression Ignition

dPmax Maximum pressure rise rate

EGR Exhaust Gases Recirculation

EVC Exhaust Valve Closing

EVO Exhaust Valve Opening

GCAI Gasoline CAI

HCCI Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition

IMEP Indicated Mean Effective Pressure

IVC Intake Valve Closing

IVO Intake Valve Opening

MAPO Maximum Amplitude of Pressure Oscillations

NOx Nitrous Oxides

NVO Negative Valve Overlap

SI Spark Ignition

σIMEP Standard deviation of the IMEP

SOI Start Of Injection

611
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TDC Top Dead Center

VVT Variable Valve Timing
612
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